Figure S1: Expression of selected genes characteristic of the two subpopulations. Principal component analysis of the epicardial cells, coloured by the expression of selected genes. A) Genes expressed mainly in BNC1high cells. B) Genes expressed mainly in TCF21cells. Development: doi:10.1242/dev.174441: Supplementary information 
This web application developed with R's Shiny package can be found at https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk. It is formed of two parts. A) Two tSNE plots, B) Two sets of PCA plots, comparing PC1 and PC2 (left), or PC2 and PC3 (right).
The procedure is the same for both parts. Firstly, the user must click the top button (re:
"tSNE" or "PCA"). The cells are then plotted in black. One can change the dataset plotted between "Allepi", containing only epicardial cells and "All", containing epicardial and lateral mesoderm cells. Cells can be colored in black ("none"), according to the 96 plates they comes from, or with the expression of a particular gene. Genes have to be specified using HUGO gene symbols.
In addition, tSNE plots can be colored with clusters, the number of clusters being chosen by the user. The distribution of the expression for a gene of interest can thus be compared with the different clusters. In the example shown, we asked to distribute cells in three clusters in the tSNE and to colour the cells for TCF21 expression (in A) and colored the PCA with the expression of TCF21 and BNC1 (B). Development: doi:10.1242/dev.174441: Supplementary information Rows are genes. Columns: "baseMean": normalised mean of gene raw counts between all samples; "log2FoldChange": extend of the difference of gene expression between the two clusters; "lfcSE": Standard Error of the log2FoldChange; "Stat": Wald statistics (L2FC/lfcSE); "pvalue": significance of the differential expression (Wald statistics compared to normal distribution); "padj": p-value after Benjamini-Hochberg correction for multiple testing. Table S3 : Gene Ontology over-representation analysis of the genes differentially expressed between clusters TCF21high and "BNC1high". See Supplementary Table 2 for an explanation of the columns. This is the full table, before removal of irrelevant terms, and without separation between terms pertaining to tissular and molecular processes.
Development • Supplementary information
Click here to Download Table S1 Click here to Download Table S2 Click here to Download "regulatory": origin of the influence; "target": gene which is influenced.
"weight_CLR": weight of the influence predicted by CLR; "rank_CLR": rank of the influence in the list predicted by CLR ("1" would be the strongest predicted influence); "weight_GENIE3": score of the influence predicted by GENIE3;
"rank_GENIE3": rank of the influence in the list predicted by GENIE3; "combined_weight": product of "weight_CLR" and "weight_GENIE3"; "combined_rank": rank of the predicted influence, as scored by the "combined_weight".
Click here to Download Table S4 Development : doi:10.1242/dev.174441: Supplementary information 
